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ABSTRACT 

 

We establish a unique common fixed point theorem for two pair of weekly compatible maps 

satisfying a contractive condition in a complete 2b -metric space. When the following have 

been proved, I recommend it to be published, which extends and generalizes some known 

results in metric space to 2b -metric space.  
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1 Introduction 

 

Fixed point theory has been studied by many authors for its useful function in a variety of 

areas. In 1992, a polish mathematician, Banach, proved a theorem known as Banach 

contraction principle [1]. This principle presents useful results in nonlinear analysis, 

functional analysis and topology. The concept of weakly commuting has been introduced by 

Sesssa S [2]. Years later, Gerald Jungck [3] introduced weakly compatible mappings ,which 

are more generalized commuting mappings.  

 

In this paper, we present fixed point results for two pair of mappings satisfying a contractive 

type condition by using the concept of weakly compatible mappings in a complete 

generalized metric space, which is called 2b -metric space [5] and this space was generalized 

from both 2-metric space [6-8] and b-metric space [9-10]. 

 

2 Preliminaries  
 

The following definitions will be needed to present before giving our results. 

Definition 2.1 [2] Let f  and g  be two self-maps on a set X . Maps f  and g  are said 

to be commuting if gfxfgx   for all Xx .   

Definition 2.2 [4] Let f  and g  be two self-maps on a set X . If gxfx  , for some x  of 

X , then x  is called coincidence point of f  and g . 

Definition 2.3 [4] Let f  and g  be two self-maps defined on a set X . Then f  and g  

are said to be weakly compatible if they commute at coincidence points. That is , if gxfx   

for some Xx , then gfxfgx  . 

Lemma 2.4 [4] Let f  and g  be weakly compatible self mappings of a set X . If  f  

and g  have a unique point of coincidence, that is, gxfx  , then   is the unique 

common fixed point of f  and g . 

Definition 2.5 [5] Let X  be a nonempty set, 1s  be a real number and let 

d : RXXX   be a map satisfying the following conditions: 

1. For every pair of distinct points Xyx , , there exists a point Xz  such that 

0),,( zyxd . 
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2. If at least two of three points zyx ,,  are the same, then 0),,( zyxd , 

3. The symmetry: 

),,(),,(),,(),,(),,(),,( yxzdyxzdxzydzxydyzxdzyxd   for all  

Xzyx ,, . 

1. The rectangle inequality: 

  )],,(),,(),,([),,( axzdazydayxdszyxd  , for all Xazyx ,,, . 

Then d  is called a 2b  metric on X  and ),( dX  is called a 2b  metric space with 

parameter s .  Obviously, for 1s , 2b  metric reduces to 2-metric. 

 

Definition 2.6 [5] Let }{ nx  be a sequence in a 2b  metric space ),( dX . 

(1) . A sequence }{ nx is said to be 2b -convergent to Xx , written as xxnn lim , if all 

Xa  0),,(lim  axxd nn . 

(2) . }{ nx  is Cauchy sequence if and only if 0),,( axxd mn , when mn, . for all 

Xa . 

(3) . ),( dX  is said to be -complete if every 2b -Cauchy sequence is a 2b -convergent 

sequence. 

 

Definition 2.7 [5] Let ),( dX  and )','( dX  be two 2b -metric spaces and let f : 'XX   

be a mapping. Then f  is said to be 2b -continuous,at a point Xz  if for a given 0 , 

there exists 0 such that Xx and ),,( axzd  for all Xa imply that 

),,(' afxfzd . The mapping f  is 2b -continuous on X  if it is 2b -continuous at all 

Xz . 

 

Definition 2.8 [5] Let ),( dX  and )','( dX  be two 2b -metric spaces. Then a mapping 

f : 'XX   is 2b -continuous at a point 'Xx  if and only if it is 2b -sequentially 

continuous at x ; that is, whenever }{ nx  is 2b -convergent to x , }{ nfx  is 2b -convergent 

to )(xf . 

 

Definition 2.9 [6-8] Let X  be an nonempty set and let d : RXXX   be a map 

satisfying the following conditions: 

1. For every pair of distinct points Xyx , , there exists a point Xz  such that 

0),,( zyxd . 

2.  If at least two of three points zyx ,,  are the same, then 0),,( zyxd , 

3.  The symmetry: 

),,(),,(),,(),,(),,(),,( yxzdyxzdxzydzxydyzxdzyxd   for all  

Xzyx ,, . 

4. The rectangle inequality: 

  ),,(),,(),,(),,( axzdazydayxdzyxd   for all Xazyx ,,, . 

Then d  is called a 2 metric on X  and ),( dX is called a 2 metric space. 

 

Definition 2.10 [9-10] Let X  be a nonempty set and 1s  be a given real number. A 

function d :  RXX  is a b metric on X  if for all Xzyx ,, , the following 

conditions hold: 

2. 0),( yxd if and only if yx  . 
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3. ),(),( xydyxd  . 

4. )],(),([),( zydyxdsyxd  . 

In this case, the pair ),( dX is called a b metric space. 

 

3 Main results 

Theorem 3.1.  Let ),( dX  be a complete 2b -metric space, and XXTSQP :,,,  are 

four mappings, satisfying the following conditions: 

(a) . )()( XPXT  and )()( XQXS  ; Both P and Q  are surjections. 

(b) . )),,((),,( ayxcaTySxd  . 

 Where )},,(),,,(),,,(max{),,( aTyQxdaSxPxdaQxPxdayx  for all Xyx ,  and 

s
c

1
0  . 

(c) . ),( PS  and ),( QT  are weakly compatible. 

Then QPS ,, and T have a unique common fixed point in X . 

Proof  In this part, we will show that 0),,(lim 1 


ayyd nn
n

. 

   Let 0x  be an arbitrary point in X and  construct two sequences }{ nx  and }{ ny  in 

X  such that  

            nnn SxQxy  1 ,
 

            121   nnn TxPxy
.
 

From (b), we have  

             ),,(),,( 11 aTxSxdayyd nnnn   ),,( 1 axxc nn  
.
    (3.1) 

where  

      ),,( 1 axx nn   

       )},,(),,,(),,,(max{ 111 aTxQxdaSxPxdaQxPxd nnnnnn   

       )},,(),,,(),,,(max{ 111 aTxSxdaSxTxdaSxTxd nnnnnn   

       )},,(),,,(max{ 11 aTxSxdaSxTxd nnnn   

       )},,(),,,(max{ 11 ayydayyd nnnn 
.
                                               

Assume  ),,(),,( 11 ayydaxx nnnn    and from (3.1) we have ,   

),,(),,( 11 ayycdayyd nnnn  
,
 

which is impossible. Then we get ),,(),,( 1-1 ayydaxx nnnn   also from (3.1) we get  

        ),,(),,( 1-1 ayycdayyd nnnn   .              (3.2) 

This implies that the sequence )},,({ 1 ayyd nn  is decreasing and it must converge to 0r . 

Therefore as n ,from (3.2) we get crr  , this gives us that 0r , then the result is 

obtained: 

        0),,(l i m 1 


ayyd nn
n

 .                  (3.3)    

Then we show that 0),,( kji yyyd
.
   

From part 2 of Definition 2.5, we have 0),,( 1 mmm xxxd . Since )},,({ 1 axxd nn   is 

decreasing, we get 0),,( 1  axxd nn from the assumption that 
0),,( 1  axxd nn , 

then it is 

easy to get  

     0),,( 1  mnn xxxd  ,       for all mn 1 .              (3.4) 
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For mn  10 , we get 11  nm  and that is nm 2 ,  from (3.4)  

     0),,(),,( 111   nmmnmm xxxdxxxd ,         (3.5) 

For (3.5) and triangular inequality, we have 

   ),,(),,(),,( 11111   mmnmnnmnn xxxsdxxxsdxxxd    

                ),,( 1 mnm xxxd  

               ),,( 11  mnn xxxsd . 

And since 0),,( 11  nnn xxxd , and from the inequality above,  

      0),,(),,( 11

1

1  



 nnn

nm

mnn xxxdsxxxd , for all mn  10 . (3.6) 

 Now for all Nkji ,, , now we consider the condition of ij  , from the above equation  

    0),,(),,( 11   jjkijj xxxdxxxd
.
                         (3.7) 

From (3.7) and triangular inequality, therefore 

   )],,(),,(),,([),,( 111 kjikkjjjijki xxxdxxxdxxxdsxxxd    

              

            ),,(1

iki

j xxxds   

            0 . 

In conclusion, the result below is gotten 

               0),,( ikj xxxd , for all Nkji ,, .             (3.8) 

Now we prove that }{ ny is a Cauchy sequence. 

  Suppose to the contrary, that is, }{ ny  is not a Cauchy sequence. Then there exists 0  

for which we can find two subsequences }{ in and }{ im  such that ii nmi   and  

          ),,( ayyd
ii nm

 and  ),,( 1 ayyd
ii nm .

     (3.9) 

 From the part 4 of Definition 2.5 and (3.8), we get 

      )],,(),,(),,([),,( 111  
iiiiiiiii mnmnmmmnm yyydayydayydsayyd    

                )],,(),,([ 11 ayydayyds
iiii nmmm  

.
 

Taking i , from (3.3) and (3.9) we have  

       ),,(l i m 1 ayyd
s ii nm

n







.
                          (3.10) 

From (b), we get 

      ),,(),,(),,( 111 ayxcaTxSxdayyd
iiiiii mnmnmn   

.
     (3.11) 

Since  

   ),,,(lim),,,(limmax{),,(lim 111 aSxPxdaQxPxdaxx
iiiiii mn

n
mn

n
mn

n









  

                  ),,(l i m 11 aTxQxd
ii mm

n



 

                 )},,(lim),,,(lim),,,(limmax{ 111 ayydayydayyd
iiiiii mm

n
nn

n
mn

n









     

                 ),,(l i m 1 ayyd
ii mn

n





.
 

And by (3.11) we have  

   )),,((lim),,(lim 11 ayydcayyd
iiii mn

n
mn

n








.
    (3.12) 

Again taking i by (3.9) and (3.12) we get 

   
s

cayyd
s ii nm

n





 


),,(l i m 1

.
                    (3.13) 
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Which is a contraction. Therefore }{ ny  is a Cauchy sequence in X . 

Since X  is complete, there exists a point Xz such that n , zyn }{ . 

Thus zQxSx n
n

n
n

 


1limlim  and zPxTx n
n

n
n

 





21 limlim .  

That is zPxTxQxSx n
n

n
n

n
n

n
n

 








211 limlimlimlim . From )()( XPXT   and P  is a 

surjection, there exists a point u in X  such that Puz  , then from (b), we get  

)],,(),,(),,([),,( 111 zSuTxdazTxdaTxSudsazSud nnn    

         )],,(),,(),,([ 111 aSuTxdazTxdaxucs nnn   
,
 

where  

     )},,(),,,(),,,(max{),,( 1111 aTxQxdaSuPudaQxPudaxu nnnn    

   )},,(),,,(),,,(max{ 1 aTxSxdaSuzdaSxzd nnn 
.
 

We take n , we get 

   ),,()},,(),,,(),,,(max{),,( 1 aSuzdazzdaSuzdazzdaxu n 
.
 

Therefore as n , )),,((),,( aSuzdscazSud  . 

   Assume there exists Xa such that 0),,( azSud then we get c
s


1
 from the above 

inequality, which is contraction with 
s

c
1

 . Thus zSu , furthermore zSuPu  . So P  

and S  have a coincidence point u  in X . Since P  and S  are weakly compatible, 

PSuSPu   that is PzSz  . 

From )()( XQXS   and Q  is a surjection, there exists a point v  in X such that 

Qvz  , then from (b), we get 

   ),,(),,( avucazTvd  , 

where 

     )},,(),,,(),,,(max{),,( aTvQvdaSuPudaQvPudavu   

             )},,(),,,(),,,(max{ aTvzdazzdazzd   

             ),,( aTvzd . 

Then 
    ),,(),,( aTvzcdaTvzd  . 

Assume 0),,( aTvzd , then we have c1 ,which is contraction with 1
1


s
c . 

Therefore zQvTv  . So Q  and T  have a coincidence point v  in X . Since Q  and 

T  are weakly compatible, TQvQTv   that is TzQz  . 

 Now we prove that z is a fixed point of S . By (b), we get 
),,(),,(),,( avzcaTvSzdazSzd  , 

where 

  )},,(),,,(),,,(max{),,( aTvQvdaSzPzdaQvPzdavz   

          )},,(),,,(),,,(max{ azzdaSzSzdazSzd  

          ),,( azSzd . 

then we get  
      ),,(),,( azSzcdazSzd  . 

Assume 0),,( aTvzd , we get c1 , which is a contraction. Thus zPzSz  . 

  Now we prove that z is a fixed point of T . Then from (b), we get 
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    ),,(),,(),,( azzcaTzSzdazTzd  , 

where  

     )},,(),,,(),,,(max{),,( aTzQzdaSzPzdaQzPzdazz    

             )},,(),,,(),,,(max{ azzdaTzTzdazTzd  

             ),,( azTzd . 

then we get 
     ),,(),,( aTvzcdaTzzd  . 

Assume 0),,( aTzzd , we have c1 , which is a contraction. Thus zQzTz  . 

So we get z  is a common fixed point of TSQP ,,, . From (b), we get  

  ),,(),,(),,( azdcaTSzdazd   , 

where  

    )},,(),,,(),,,(max{),,( aTQdaSzPzdaQPzdaz    

            )},,(),,,(),,,(max{ adazzdazd   

            ),,( azd  . 

thus  ),,(),,( azdcazd   . 

Suppose that 0),,( azd  , we get c1 , which is a contraction. Thus z , then 

TSQP ,,,  have a unique common fixed point Xz .                       □ 
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